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Abstract1 

 gat‘ay (pronounced gat‘a in the modern Eastern Armenian) is an ancient tradition-

al festive cake, which was baked during various Armenian celebrations. Its baking process 

was sometimes itself accompanied by special traditions. However, it should be noted that 

the word gat‘a used today, which means ‘cake in the form of bałarĵ (traditional Armenian 

festive bread) containing abundant fat and sugar’[4: 214] is not found in ancient Armenian 

sources [3: 499-500]. Gat‘ay is met for the first time in Vardan Aygektsi’s fable ‘The Pig 

and Gata’ in the following passage: 

"It is said in a fable that a pig was eating gat‘ay it had found, the pig was dropping xo-

riz as it was not able to move its neck as it was attached to its head. As soon as it raised its 

head in order to raise its mouth it saw the sun. The pig had never seen the entire sun disk. 

And then it said I ate what I have never eaten and I saw what I have never seen. If it had not 

eaten gat‘ay, it would have never seen the sun2’.

The word գաթայ (gat‘ay) is encountered often in Middle Armenian including medie-

val lyric poetry [11: 131].  
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The word gat‘ay in the Armenian language 

Despite being widespread in the Armenian festive and ritual system and daily life, 

the word gat‘ay has no clear etymology in the Armenian language [3: 499-500]. 

According to the prominent Armenian linguist Hrachya Acharyan, this word is 

found in more than two dozen Armenian dialects in the form գաթայ-կաթայ 
gat‘ay-kat‘ay, which is a type of pastry, prepared differently in various parts of 

historical Armenia with the use of sugar, oil, xoriz (filler), or nuts and honey, 

without sugar, salt, etc [2:214]. The word is also present in Turkish - kete, in 
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Kurdish - kade, kadik [2:214], in Georgian ქადა (k‘ada) [36: 575], etc., the origin 

of which is unknown [2: 214-215]. In recent years in Georgia, however, it has 

been referred to as სომხური გათა (‘Armenian gata’) [37].  

Gevorg Jahukyan considers the similarity of the Armenian word gat‘ay and 

the French gâteau ‘pie’ to be accidental [21:144]. Gâteau, originally, gastel de-

rives from German wastel [8: 179].  

Gat‘ay is considered a part of words  gat‘agugu – ‘a small 

gat‘a’ and գաթախատիկ (gat‘axatik), sent as an invitation to wedding, found in 

Armenian dialects [15:227-228]. 

Sahak Vardapet Amatuni in his Hayoc‘ bar‘ u ban pointed out to the word 

gat‘ay used in works of the Armenian publicist Mesrop Taghiadyan (1803-1585) 

and famous Armenian writer Perch Proshian (1837-1907) and others [5:123]. 

According to Stepan Malkhasiants, gat‘ay is a pastry in the form of bałarĵ 

made differently and different places, e.g. gat‘ay of Yerevan, gat‘ay of Akhalts-

kha, etc. The word gat‘anaxš, which is a round wooden tool used to make patterns 

on gat‘a is derived from the word gat‘a [28:403]. 

 

Gat‘a in the Armenian festive system 

Gat‘a is an integral part of the most important Armenian festivals and wedding 

ceremonies [30:183]. For example, gat‘a would be taken as a gift to the bride's 

house on the wedding day or a few days before by the groom’s relatives; they 

would place an odd number of gat‘a over a tray with pakhlava. For example, in 

New Nakhichevan, where the Armenian traditions were very well respected, a cou-

ple of days before a wedding, the groom's parents would gather to bake t‘el-gat‘a3 

with their female relatives and aged women of the neighborhood. Several bags of 

flour, oil and sugar were prepared beforehand. The aged women would come with 

their oxlawus to roll out layers of gat‘a, preparing filler (xoriz), cut gat‘a and then 

bring pieces to bake in an oven. On the eve of the wedding, the groom’s young rel-

atives, riding two or three horses with their khurjins (Armenian traditional shoulder 

bag) stuffed with gata, visited their relatives' houses, distributing one gat‘a to each 

of them, thus inviting them to the wedding [31:24]. 

Gat‘a was very popular among the Armenians of Dersim, where a number of 

gat‘a types were baked: čaš gat‘a, khorisov gat‘a, lołlik gat‘a, which was used by 

the mother-in-law to invite the groom when the latter would visit her to kiss her 

hand. It was noteworthy that young wives from the groom’s side would put kar’ev 

gat‘a in the pockets of young husbands; there was even a folk saying: "I wish to be 

a new groom to receive a gata from new brides." The next type was moon-shaped 
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gat‘a baked for children, called lusnak. There are other types of gat‘a such as 

tapaki gat‘a, khoris, pokeł, etc [14: 235:236]. 

There were many interesting customs related to gat‘a in Arčak, but in Arčak it 

was not called ‘gat‘a’, but sweet bałarĵ, which replaced gat‘a. There was an inter-

esting custom in Arčak, when on the way to the bride's house, the bridesmen 

(azapbaši) would pick up the groom on a horse and would go to the bride's house 

while dancing. Two persons would follow them while carrying a sieve on their 

heads or under their arms, one filled with 20-30 pieces of sweet bałarĵ, which, as 

mentioned, was the equivalent of gat‘a, and the other with two trays of halva. 

Bałarĵ and halva would be brought with similar sieves from godfather's house, also 

accompanied by the music of the zur‘na and dhol [6: 69]. 

In Javakhk, the baking of gat‘a was very important during wedding 

preparations accompanied by a number of preparatory ceremonies. On the Friday 

preceding the wedding, a woman whose flour sieve was full of raisins would hold a 

bottle of ołi (vodka), would walk around the whole village visiting the godfather’s 

and other villagers’ houses saying: "Let’s go to this person’s house for gat‘at‘ux 

(baking of gat’a), let a similar celebration be in your house" and would invite the 

people with a cup of ołi each and would give the close relatives of bride and groom 

a pair of candles. Then those invited would take butter, eggs, milk, etc. with them 

and go to groom's mother's house to congratulate her. 
After the celebration dinner in the groom’s house, a large bowl was placed in 

the middle of the house and the wife of the village priest would light two candles in 

front of the bowl accompanied by the music of zur‘na and dhol in order that the 

groom be luminous (a similar custom existed in Van). She would cover her face 

with red veil, so the future wife would be shy and sift flour in silence and the 

groom would be tacit. Then six women would give coins to the priest’s wife and 

cover their heads with red veils while sifting flour one by one. 
According to traditional beliefs, if the priest’s wife did not sift flour, the bride 

would ‘go crazy’. After sifting flour, the guests would have supper and leave, and 

then only the godmother and a few relatives would stay at the groom’s house. They 

would bake about 100 pairs of gat‘a, would have dinner again, and leave for their 

own homes taking one gat‘a each. 

At the same time, several young people would throw a rope onto ert‘ik (a light 

opening in traditional Armenian house) from the yard shouting: “Let the bride live 

in happiness, let her hands be skillful” and the family members would tie gat‘a to 

the end of the rope. The boys would pull it out and leave [26: 248-249]. 
In Varanda, gat‘a was considered an obligatory part of the gifts brought by the 

co-parents-in-laws on a tray (xonča) [27: 158]. 
Gat‘a also was a part of rituals performed in the Miĵink (the middle, or the 24th 

day of Great Lent), during which bałarĵ gat‘a of Mijink was baked. The bałarĵ or 

gat‘a was given to family members, domestic animals, and it was also offered to 

the earth. Gat‘a was baked by aged women, and in some places dough was 
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kneaded by men, which had a ritual meaning, while a bead, a ring and a coin were 

put in it for fortune telling [1: 219-220]. 
Round gat‘a were moulded and patterned with tool called gat‘anaxš, a 

moulder hand pressure applied for round shaping. They were used not only for 

moulding and patterning gat‘a, but also for making patterns on ceremonial breads 

which traces back to ancient tradition in the Armenian Highlands. Samples of 

ancient gat‘anaxš have been found in different regions of Armenia, made of wood 

or clay around 16-50 cm in diameter, containing deep counter relief patterns in rose 

and star shapes [29: 131-133]. The earliest samples of similar clay pressures can be 

found in the Neolithic VI-II layers of Çatal-Hüyük, which date back to the VII-VI 

millennia BC, thus testifying the presence of such moulders in Asia Minor [29: 

133-134]. 
A number of examples brought from the above ethnographic material is a 

proof of presence of ancient traditions related to gat‘a in various parts of historical 

Armenia, which may indicate that gat‘a has long been an integral part of daily life 

of Armenians and their ritual system. However, as it was already mentioned, 

surprisingly the word gat‘ ay/gat‘a was not recorded in ancient Armenian sources, 

and it does not have a clear etymology. 
 

An Attempt of Etymology of the Word gat’ay 

The names of various meals and bread types related to them have been preserved in 

Hittite texts. The ritual texts give an abundance of details about each part of the 

sacrificial procedure and the meal that follows it [10: 77]. 

For example, NINDAaladdari- [34:13] is one of the famous Hittite breads, con-

sidered to be Hurrian in origin. Grigor Kapantsyan compared this with the 

Armenian word  ałander (‘dessert’) [24:333], though this interpretation 

is considered wrong [32: 32]. It is known that the Hittites paid special attention to 

many different sacrifices offered to the gods, in particular various bread types [12: 

43]. In general, by special rites, the gods ‘‘received daily bread and beverage 

offerings’’ every day, according to their hierarchy and importance [9: 43-44]. One 

of the most famous sacred breads is the Hittite storm-god’s bread loaf NINDAharsi- 

[33: 190]. It is often encountered in Hittite texts. We also come across to 
LÚharsiyala-, probably a special servant serving the bread [33: 194]. It appears even 

in the Hittite law 164-165․ “If anyone goes (to someone's house) to impress 

(something), starts a quarrel, and opens * 3 5 either the (homeowner's) sacrificial 

bread or libation wine, he shall give one sheep, 10 loaves of bread, and one jug of 

... beer, and reconsecrate his [20: 132].”  

Next type of bread is NINDAhazizi-, is falling within our focus of interest, which 

probably means ‘ear-bread’ and which was once compared with the Armenian 

word hac‘ bread’ by Gevorg Jahukyan, who, however, considered it [21: 453] a 

possible loanword in Hittite from Armenian, as the scholar supposed this word to 

be of Armenian origin, but in our opinion, the Armenian origin of this word needs 

further examination. 
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The following Hittite bread types are of great interest: NINDA.LÀL ŠA ZÍZ 

(wheat honey bread/pastry), barley, e.g. NINDA ZÍD.DA.ŠE (barley bread), beans, 

e.g. NINDA.LÀL GÚ.GAL.GAL (bean honey bread/ pastry), lentils, e.g. 

NINDA.LÀL GÚ.TUR (lentil honey bread/pastry) and porridge, e.g. NINDA 

BA.BA.ZA (porridge pap/flour bread) [12: 44]. NINDA.ÉRIN - soldiers’ bread and 

BAPPIR beer bread [12:47]. 
And one of these many bread types is the above-mentioned NINDAgatai/katai- 

found in Hittite sources, the composition of which, unfortunately, is unknown. It is 

found with the following writing: ka-a-ta-i (KUB XXXV 82 i 1) and ga-ta-a-i 

(XXXII 129 + 814 / b, i 21; 1262 / v rev 9 '), ga-ta-[a-i] (KBo XIII 248 i 22') [19: 

168]. 

In our opinion, the Armenian word գաթայ gat‘ay can be traced to the above-

mentioned NINDAgatai- ‘a kind of cake’ found in Hittite cuneiform texts, which so 

far has no clear etymology in the Hittite language [34: 76; 35:542]. 

 

Conclusion 

The significant role of gat‘ay/gat’a in the Armenian festive system is evidence that 

it was common in Armenian cuisine from ancient times; the fact that this word is 

not recorded in the ancient Armenian sources does not mean that it was not used in 

the Armenian language especially as the word is present in various Armenian dia-

lects. In addition, numerous gat‘anaxš discovered during archaeological excava-

tions serve as a proof that this pastry was common in the Armenian Highlands. 

In our opinion, the word gat‘ay, which has no clear etymology in Armenian, 

may be etymologically related to the word gatai/katai of the Hittite cuneiform texts 

meaning ‘a type of baked bread’ which does not have an exact etymology in Hit-

tite.  

As known, already from mid-1920s such scholars as N. Martirosyan, G. Ka-

pancyan, Hr. Acharyan, I. Dyakonoff, T. Schultheiss, A. Kammenhuber, G. Ja-

hukyan, N. Mkrtchyan, A. Kosyan and others contributed to the study of interac-

tions of the Hittite-Luwian languages and the Armenian language. A significant 

number of the list of Hittite-Luwian loanwords in Armenian comprise household 

and culture words [13: 65-72; 22:313-315; 25: 63-65; 16; 17:201-202; 18]. If our 

point of view is correct, this word can be added to the above list. 
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